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PF.ASANTS AND THE LAW IN MALJ"YSIA-

by
PROFESSOR SYED HUSIN ALI

The objective of this paper is more modest than what
its title suqqe s+.s, In pur su i.t; of the request made by the or-
ganis~rs of the seminar, I shall try to answer the question
whether there are adequate laws to protect the peasantry or not,
confining my observations mainly tb the problems of land ten~lcy
and zerrts, Therefore, the aim of .this paper is first of all to
discuss the general conditi~ns and problems of'U1e peasants and
tilen to evaluate the effectiveness, or otherwise, of some rele-
vant laws in protecting their interests or solving their problemso

Conditions and Problems

Simply defined peasants are those who depend predomi-
nantly on land for their livelihoodo In most peasant societies
the social economic and political life of the people are often
associated with land and agricultureo In Malaysia, as in most
developing countries, there seems to be a clear division between
the rural sector, in which the peasant society is based, and tne
urban sectoro Although there are social differences and distance
between these two· sectors, it does not mean that they are separate.
In fact, they are closely interlinked, being part of the country
or nation as a wholeo

The peasant society is linked to the whole country
through various political and administrative machinery of Govern-
ment as well as different capitalist economic activities whid1
have penetrated into the rural are es , At the same time it is also
encompassed within the larger global system, which is presently
dominated by the \'Jest..These links have been established either
politically through past colonialisnl or economically through
present-day imperialismo

The relationship between the urban and rural sectors,
and further, between the developed and developing countries is
described by so~e writers as a centre-periphery or metropolis-
satelite relationship- This relationship is characterised by an
unequal and dependent status which is often disadvantageous to
the peripheral or satelite peasant groups. It has been argued
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that such relationship, besides bringing about tr nsforroation may

also cause further underdevelopm nt to t.'1e peasant; societies in

the Third i'Jorld.

It would be misleading to regard the peasantry in Malaysia

as being homogeneouso First of all, following various political and

economic changes, migrants care into the rural areas. They consisted

of those from surrounding islands, who, although from common .alay

stock actually belong to different sub-ethnic categories, and those

from overseas, especially China and India, who are of different

ethnic origins from the Malays. Manyof the migrants took up to

working the land, but there are also a small number who involved

themselves in other occupations mainly as shopkeepers and labourers.

The result now is that ethnically, the peasantry is heterogeneous,

although those of Malay origin still form the majority.

secondly, owing to the different nature and degr~e of

economic development that have taken place, a variety of agricultural

systems have arisen in the rural areas. At least four systems may

be easily identified, namely (a) communalor cus toraary land system,

(b) small-peasant farm system, (c) small-holding settlement system

and (d) modern plantation system. Those who are involved in (a) are

mainly the orang as1i who live by hunting, gathering and also culti-

vat.Lnq , AS for those in (b), they form the majod.ty in the rural

areas; they live in traditional karnpung, occupied mainly with rice,

coconut and rubber agriculture and also fishing. In system (c)

are those who have been settled in land scherres, \'/hich spec.Lal.Lse

mainly in rubber and oil palm. Finally, those in ...ystem (d) wozk

m rubber or oil palm estates as labourers.

~hirdly, capitalist penetration and th~ extension of the

market economy have resulted in the emergence of n w functionaries

such as Landowners , shopkeepers and moneylenders, and the formation

of a more stratified rural society. Based on tl iJ ric lt '81

systems explained above, those in (c) are quite different from those

in (d); the former largely owner-operators of economic holdings

while the latter are agricultural workers. Economic lly, b 1 are

relatively better off than the majority in (b), who in turn enjoy

much better socio-economic status tian th_ orang s11 in system (a).

Even at the kampung level, those in the Gmall- t farm system

show differences in terms of their wealth, incorn , prestige and even
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political influence.. Based largely on their relations to the means
of production, particularly land, the peasants may be categorised
into three classes, namely, landlords, owner-Qperators, tenants and,
aqrieul tural worker so

There aloeseveral problems that the peasants are faced
with, but the most serious one is perhaps povez ty , Although poverty
is not as acute in Halaysia as in some other Asian countries, yet it
is serious enough because it still persists despite efforts to era-
dicate it.. Government figures show that the incidence of poverty is
still high (around 30%) and highest especially in the agricultural
sectors 0 The poorest of the poor are mainly among those in systems
(a) and (b) rrentioned earlier, because it'is among them that we find
the most people with insufficient or no land of their own, and so
have to remain contented as small owner-operators, tenants or agri-
cultural workerso

The root cause or poverty seems to be the existing peasant
socio-economic structure which has inherited the worst from the
remnants of feudnlism and the encroaches of capitalismo At tilepro-
duction level there is unequal distribution in ownership of land,.although the degree of concentration is not very high.. Therefore,
those who do not have enough or any land have to work on land
belonging to otherSO The type of tenancy system existing as well
as insecurity of tenure may further exacerbate the problems of the
poor" At the marketing level, the peasants are exposed to insti-
tutions which can exploit through monopolistic and monopsonistic
control.. Furthermore, price fluctuations caused by external market
forces add instability to poverty in the lives of the peasantso

Laws Affecting Peasants

There have been several laws introduced many still in
operation
pe asanbry ,

within various states in Malaysia that affect the
These laws are not directly meant for protecting the

peasants as such or helping them overcome the pressing problems
they are faced with. 1;.eshall focus our attention only on twoo The
first is the National Land Code, 1965. This law indirectly affects
the r:easants in as far as it relates mainly to the questions of land,
such as land tenure, registration of ownership and collection of
revenue 0 There are several laws relating to land in various states
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which were introduced during colonial rule; they can be viewed as
part of the overall efforts to centralise admi ·stration under its
control 0 The British introduced the Torrens System, Which required
land to be surveyed before alienation and Q';nership to be registered
in the Land Officco This facilitated revenue collectiono Through
these laws the state or government was able to control not only land
but the peasants who owned the lando

The existence of different laws in the states of Johore,
Kedah, Kelantan, Melaka, Negri sembilan, pahang, Penang, perak,
Perlis, Selangor and Trengganu led to the desire to introduce a
uniform land system. In 1965, by an act of parliament the National
Land Code was passedo This Act applies only to the above states
and enforceable after notification in the Federal Gazette. It is
aimed primarily "for the purpose only of ensuring unuormity of law
and policy to make a law with respect to land tenure, registration of
titles relating to land, transfer of land, leases and charges in

respect of land, and easerrents and other rights and interests of land"
(Malaysia, 1965: 1). Unless otherwise stated, the National Land code
does not affect provisions of laws relating to customary land, Nalay
Reservation, sultanate land, Padi cultivators Ordinance, mining,
and so fodh (ibid: 2) 0 The Act does not alter the position that
land is is still under the jurisdiction of the respective state
Authority.
" The National Land Code streamlines land administration and

serves as a very handy guide particularly to civil servants. It is
at once a legislative as well as an administrative device which can
be effectively used to subClrdinate the peasantry under the heavy
hand of law and bureaucracy. AS in the case of many laws, the
National Land Code is hardly com~ehensible to the people, parti-
cularly the peasants, who by and large are quite illiterate. Of
course it may be argued that certain provisions in the Act assure
the peasants of the possibility of acquiring alienated land and to
exercise their rights over any land registered under their ownership.
But most of the time, as will be discussed later, the peasants
become aware of the law only when its punitive aspects are ~nposed
upon themo AS in the case of many a law, the National Land Code
may be viewed by the peasants as in no way protective of them, but
instead can be a source of inconvenience if not oppression.
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The second law is the padi cultivators (Control of Rent and

security of Tenure) Act, 1967. This is a piece of legislation that

seems to be intended for the protection of peasants, especially those

who work as tenants. '£his Act replaced the earlie-x version known as

the Padi Cultivators (control of Rent and security of Tenure) Ordi.nance,

19550 There were several factors that led to the enactment of the

1955 ordinance. Firstly, in the early fiftees there was a marked fall

in padi production in Malaya. The government then was concerned about

this, and so set up a Committee in November, 1952, "to consider ways

and rreans whereby the acreage planted under padi in the Federation and

the yield per acre can be materially increased within the next three

years" (Malaya, 1953 : 1) 0 Six months later the interim Report of the

Rice Production Committee was submitted. Amongother thirtgs the

Committee attributed the fall in padi production to the problem of

Lnsecurd ty of tenure of leased land, and the abusive practices of

imposing 'tea money' over and above arbitraJ:'ily determined rents.

Accordingly, the Committee recommended that measures to control other

ren ts, as already provided by the Control of Rent Ordinance, 1948,

should be extended and "followed in respect to padi hind" (ibid: 46).

secondly, it was found that the teething problems arising

from the system of rents and tenure prevalent during that time not

merely affected adversely the economic output of peasants without

or with little land, but also threatened to cause social restlessness

whLch could have serious political repercussions 0 Between 1949-50

and 1954-55, considerable increase in rents were reported especially

in Kedah (16%) and perlis (20%)0 More impo.rtant, there was also an

increase in area under cash agreements (Kedah 140%).. The security of

tenant cultivator was reduced substantiallyo Large parts of Nalaya

had become areas of tenant instability and presented a potential

danger of ag~arian unrest (Cfo E.H. Jacoby, 1961 : 125-6). It so

happened that around the same time there was controversy and un-

happiness caused by a government move to reduce the guaranteed

minimumprice of padi from $17 per picul in the 1953/54 season to

$12 per pi cuI in the 1954/55 season.

Indeed there were both economic and political reasons fo~

having a law that can protect the peasants, particularly tenants.

In 1955, following some unrest in Kedah, the Padi Cultivators (Control

of Rent and security of Tenure); ordinance was passed, Amongthe mcin
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provisions of this Ordinance was the registration of tenancy agree-

ments, the establishment of local COmmittees to settle disputes and

the restriction on the emount;of rents. For tne purpo...e of deter-

mining rents paid land was to be classified under three Classos

I, II and III. Tenants have the option of expressing rents (a) at

140, 115 and 70 gantang per acre for each class of land respectively

or (b) in terms of one third of total crop.

The 1955 Ordinance was an inadequate legislation. It was

ineffective and ignored by most of the states except Kedah, v.rhere

there was at least an attempt to implement it. Even here the success

was not significant. Someof the reasons for its ineffectiveness
were:

a. it required an "unnecessarily tedious tine consum.i.ng

and repetitious process of signing, attesting and

registering tenancy agreements or memorandaannually" t

(Smith &Goethals, 1965 : 4)

b. although there were Committees provided for to act as

mediators for settling disputes, there was no adequate

enforcerrent machinery to enable of£icl.als to initiate

prosecution in cases of non-compliance; much depended

on voluntary civil actions brought by those tenants

and landlords with grievances", (ibid : 3)

Co there was no authority that could be used for

strengthening the social and economic position of

the tenants; on the other hand there was a tendency

for the Ordinance to reduce further ~le security of

tenancy since "rents where lower than legal maximum

(had) in some cases been increased", 0 alaya, 1956 : 38)

d. the Committee system for settling disputes between

landlords and tenants was sorretines abused; the

conmf,ttees could become "Landlords cour+s where the

tenants (were) on the defensive against ev...ction"

(ibid : 38). At the same time the Ordinance did not

remove "the illegal practices of extortionate rents,

advance cash rents, cash deposits and other unbearable

rent conditions". (E.H. Jacoby, 1961 : 126)
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The Paoi cultivators (Control of Rent and Security of
'l'enure)Act, 1967, was passed with the hope of providing a more
effective law than the 1955 Ordinance which it replacedo The basic
objective .of the Act remains unchanged, i.eo to improve cultivation
and productivity of padi lands and thereby income of farmers. Like
the 1955 Ordinance, the strategy of 1967 Act is to control (a) level
and system of rent and (b) relations between landlord and tenant for
secur Lty of tenure. Among other things the Act provides that:

ao tenancy agreement must be in writing and for not
less than three consecutive seasons,

b. the agreement must be attested by the FEmghulu or
any officer of Division III and above, and must be
registered by the landlord with the Registrar within
14 days,

c. the state Authority will appoint a Committee with
powers of a first class Magistrate to hear and
determine applications made under Act or'disputes
arising out of tenancy agreement, and to make decisions
or orders to give effect to the determination of
application of dispute; and a Tribunal to hear appeal
cases,

do the Hinister of Agricult'llrewill appoint a Chief
Enforcement Officer who will be responsible for the
enforcement and administration wi~hin the state of
the provisions of the Act, and any number of
Enforcement or Assistant Enforcement Officers with
powers to investigate into cases of non-compliance,
t? prosecute offenders under the Act and enforce
decision or order of Committee or Tribunalo

There is no doubt that the 1967 Act, as a legislative
exercise, is a great improvement upon the 1955 ordi.nance, But,
unfortunately it has not been much more effective. Traditional

\

rent and tenancy syste~s are still widespread, and not many agree-
ments have been entered upon and much less actions have been taken
under the Act. There are landlords who oppose the Act because it
threatens to lower the rate of returns that they can get from their
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investment on land 0 On the other hand tc nts are often \.reak and
disorganised; they fear retaliation or repris from the landlords,
whose land they depend on for their livelihood, should they insist
on signing an agreement that the landlords dislike. The consequences
may be even worse if the tenants try to report their disputes with
landlords over rents or tenancy to the Committee or Enforcem:mt
Of£icero Being socially of lower status and usually enjoying less
influence than the landlords, the tenants may have to suffer more for
their actions. FUrthermore, being generally more illiterate, the
tenants are often less aware of their rights under the law; and even
if they are aware, they are qu~te reluctant to resort to the law
because it is sometimes regarded as an enigma.

Many states have not been too enthusiastic about the Act;
this is especially so among those states which have very little land
under padi., Even some states, like Kelantan, is not too keen about
it. In the states which have implemented the Act, such as Kedah,
perlis and Province l;lellesley,the enforcement of the Act is still
not very effective, despite provisions for the Enforcement Officers.
The number of these officers is still small, compared to the an~unt
of area to be covered, and their supporting staff i~ inadequate.
Furthermore, senior ata£f often go away on promotion without leaving
behind their experience to their successors. At the sarre time conflicts,
or at least misunderstandings, may occasionally occur between
Committees or Tribunals, which are appointed by and responsible to

the state Authority, and t~ Enforcement Offi~ers, who are appointed
and responsible to the Federal ~dnister of Agriculture. This
conflict normally arises from the attItude prevalent among the
states which tend to jealously guard their jurisdiction over land
from the encroachment or interference of the Federal Authority.

Significance of the Laws

AS pointed out earlier, the most serious problem facing
the peasantry is poverty, and among the factors that cause it is
Lack or absence of land owned. Under the ational Land code state
land may be alienated permanently or temporarily to peasants and
other categories of people as individuals or in companies. compa-
ratively it is often much easier for influential people or companies
to get land than the pe asencs , '£he latter are known to have to wait
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for several years before their applications are even considered.
Ther:e are some poor peasants without land who are given the rights

/ of temporary occupation, but nothing in the law assures them of
gaining permanent ownership of the Imld even if they have worked for
long yearso

In the past there have been many people who have been
involved in bpening land illegally. No doubt some of them belong
to wealthy syndicates which operate the land for their own commercial
ends; but there are many genuinely poor peasants who have been forced
into illegal occupation after failing several times to get land
tllrough legal means. On a number of occasions these illegal occu-
pants have been asked to leave tile land or forced to be evicted.
The National Land code provides for such powez' of evictiono Illegal

.occupation of land has been viewed ent~rely ~ a legal matter and not
as a manifestation of certain basic socio-economic problems. AS a
result, legal actions taken by the state on poor illegal squatters
often display no considerat.ion at all of the human as well as the
social elements. AS such, to the peasants (and squatters in urban
areas too) the law is often punitive and oppressive.

This is more so when there also exist other laws, for
in;:.l:Clncethe ISA, that can be amposed on peasants for taking actions -
thu'.l~jhin defence of their rights and interests - which are regarded
to t,e illegal. Take for instance the cases of the Baling and Alar
s+:nj'J',~o':1strationsin 1974 and 1980 respectively. Basically, the
p~;"('-'n,Y':'5demonstrated in both cases because of their discontent
ow'):"?j:ices of conunodities that they produce, in this case rubber
an'} IJ?"di. Their action, to a certain extent, may be viewed as one
Of':'l~ ou tcorres of their state of poverty, alt.1ooughcertain political
interests were also able to take advantage of ito What is importmlt
to note is that there are no existing laws which protect peasant
co~odity prices. There are no legal means through which the peasants
can effectively assert their interests. So they resort to actions
outside the law; and when they do so the heavy punitive hand of the
law is slammed on themo A number of them were detained under the
ISA, somewhat in the manner of an over-kill. A psychology of fear,
or at least a distrust in the law, becomes widespread among the
peasantry.
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AS for the Padi cultivators Act, 1967, it rreant more
clearly for the protection of the poor peasants, particularly the

tenants. This Act confines itself only to padi land, and is not
effective. There is justification in focussing on padi, because
by comparison the problems of rents and tenure are more serious in

padi than say rubber. But this does not mean that there is no such
problem ~t all in rubber. perhaps the Act can gain wider response
and become more effective if its provisions were to be extended to
include all the different crops. But on the other hand it may be

the poor experience in padi itself that acts as a constrain on the
government to extend the powers of that law more widely_

Any act to control rents and ensure security of tenure
-by itself has limitations; it can never be effective in solving the

basic problems faced by the peasants, such as povez ty , AS pointed
out earlier, the root cause of poverty is more fundamental and
entrenched within the socio-economic and political structure of
society. That is why ad hoc or isolated measures seldom succeed.
Just take a simple example of land ownership. In many developing
countries, their economic and political structures allow for, in
fact encourage, concentration of land in the hands of a few. In

Malaysia, although th~re is inequality of ownership, the problem
of concentration is relatively not very great. Unlike those
countries where landlords own huge tracts of land and employ
numerous people who ...,ork almost like serfs to them, in Malaysia
it is rare to find rural landlords owning 50-100 acres of land.
Nevertheless, it may be argued that since there is some degree
of inequality of ownership, a law like the 1967 Act can only
succeed in improvjng the socio-economic status of tenants if it
is foll~ved by redistribution of land.

At the same time redistribution and the Act are no
guarantee against unfair or low prices of peasant commodities
so long as the structure of the market is controlled by a few
powerful people within and outside the country. In other words
the market too needs to be restructured so that it will not be

exploitative on the poor peasants. The point: being mad here is
that in order to overcome the basiC problems faced by the
peasantry, fundamental structural changes have to take place,
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socially and economically. There must be the political "li11 to

introdu~~ these changes. Such will can onlYo~ist amongpeople

who are truly committed to champion the cause/the most disadvantaged

and exploited segment of society, and who have the political power

to undertake their comnu ttmenc, There is no need to emphasis that

such laws as the National Land Code and the l?adi cultivators ,I\ct

"Jill only have f€ripheral significance even if they are effectively

implementedo AS it is the Fadi Cultivators Act is not at all

effective, and despite it various problems faced by the padi farmE'.rs

continue to persisto
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